Evolution of Super
Mario Brothers
With “Super Mario Odyssey” coming out on Oct. 28, it’s time to take a look back
at the iconic franchise
In 2007, an addition to the
franchise, “Super Mario Galaxy,”
was praised for having some of the
best visuals and music of any Mario
game.

Mario starred as the villain
in the 1982 sequel to “Donkey
Kong” titled “Donkey Kong Jr.”
Mario even had a twirly mustache
to symbolize his evilness.
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In 2014, IGN ranked “Super Mario
Bros.” as the best Nintendo game
in their Top 125 Nintendo Games of
All Time list. They said that this is
the most important Nintendo game
ever made.

In 1993, Hollywood made
a movie titled “Super Mario
Bros.”, which took a darker tone
compared to the games. It was
both a critical and commercial
failure.

Top-Selling Mario Games

IT
“It” is a horror remake of the TV miniseries
from 1990, telling the story of kids who search
for a demonic clown named Pennywise after
kids all around the small town of Derry go
missing.
This film is not only the best horror film of the
year, but it’s also one of the best horror films in
the history of cinema.
The directing is the best thing about
this movie. It’s super complex and very
sophisticated; however, the script is average.
The pacing of the
film is very rushed,
but the dialogue is
4.5 out 5 stars
incredible. However,
the dialogue wouldn’t
be great if it weren’t
for the performances of all of the actors.
Jaeden Lieberher as Billy and Bill Skarsgard as
Pennywise have the two best performances in
the film.
When it comes to visuals, the film was a let
down. It’s not that the visuals were horrible, it’s
just that they were pretty dull and amateurish.
Despite these let-downs, the movie does
redeem itself by having artistic choices, such
as unique camera shots and use of color, here
and there.
“It” is not only one of the best horror movies,
but it’s also a great film for non-horror fans.
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AMERICAN HORROR STORY:
CULT, EPISODE 1

$40 million

$30 million

$20 million

“American Horror Story (AHS): Cult” is the
newest season in the AHS series. It centers
around a Hillary Clinton supporter and Donald
Trump supporter on the night of the 2016
election. They both, after hearing the election
results, lose their minds. One starts seeing her
fears come to life, and the other plans some
sort of revolution.
The first episode titled “Election Night”
starts out pretty rough. It was very political at
the start of the story, and the show seemed
more interested
in promoting
propaganda than
actually telling a
3 out 5 stars
story. However,
that soon ended
halfway through the episode, and the story
finally got interesting.
Some of the returning actors include
Sarah Paulson and Evan Peters. They both
are amazing. At first, I thought they were
just doing a bad acting job, but then I finally
understood how disturbed their characters
were.
This episode did have its flaws, but this
season is definitely a unique reinvention of
the show.
(Reviews by Jake Price)
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Money Made from Games

$50 million
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(Sources: nintendo.com, vgsales.com, gamesradar.com)
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